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Abstract. We describe a simple, conceptual forward analysis procedure for∞-
complete WSTSS. This computes thecloverof a states0, i.e., a finite description
of the closure of the cover ofs0. WhenS is the completion of a WSTSX, the
clover in S is a finite description of the cover inX. We show that this applies
exactly whenX is anω

2-WSTS, a new robust class of WSTS. We show that our
procedure terminates in more cases than the generalized Karp-Miller procedure
on extensions of Petri nets. We characterize the WSTS where our procedure ter-
minates as those that areclover-flattable. Finally, we apply this to well-structured
counter systems.

1 Introduction

Context.Well-structured transition systems (WSTS) are a general class of infinite-state
systems where coverability—given statess, t, decide whethers (≥;→∗;≥) t, i.e.,
whethers ≥ s1 →

∗ t1 ≥ t for somes1, t1—is decidable, using a simple backward
algorithm [14,15,19,2].

The starting point of this paper and of its first part [17] is our desire to derive similar
forward algorithms, namely algorithms computing thecover↓Post∗(↓ s) of s. While
the cover allows one to decide coverability as well, by testing whethert ∈ ↓Post∗(↓ s),
it can also be used to decideU -boundedness, i.e., to decide whether there are only fi-
nitely many statest in the upward-closed setU and such thats (≥;→∗) t. No backward
algorithm can decide this. In fact,U -boundedness is undecidable in general, e.g., on
lossy channel systems [9]. So the reader should be warned that computing the cover is
not possible for general WSTS. Despite this, the known forward algorithms are felt to
be more efficient than backward procedures in general: e.g.,for lossy channel systems,
although the backward procedure always terminates, only the non-terminating forward
procedure is implemented in the tool TREX [1].
State of the art.Karp and Miller [27] proposed an algorithm, for Petri nets, which com-
putes a finite representation of thecover, i.e., of the downward closure of the reachab-
ility set of a Petri net. Finkel [14,15] introduced the WSTS framework and generalized
the Karp-Miller procedure to a class of WSTS. This was achieved by building a non-
effective completion of the set of states, and replacingω-accelerations of increasing se-
quences of states (in Petri nets) by least upper bounds (lub). In [12,15] a variant of this
generalization of the Karp-Miller procedure was studied; but no guarantee was given
that the cover could be represented finitely. There were no effective finite representa-
tions of downward closed sets in [15]. Finkel [16] modified the Karp-Miller algorithm
to reduce the size of the intermediate computed trees. [22] recently proposed a weaker



acceleration, which avoid some possible underapproximations in [16]. Emerson and
Namjoshi [12] took into account the labeling of WSTS for adapting the generalised
Karp-Miller algorithm to model-checking. They assume the existence of a compatible
cpo, and proved that for broadcast protocols (which are equivalent to transfer Petri nets),
the Karp-Miller procedure can be generalized. However, termination is then not guar-
anteed [13], and in fact neither is the existence of a finite representation of the cover.
Abdulla, Colomb-Annichini, Bouajjani and Jonsson proposed a forward procedure for
lossy channel systems [3] using downward closed regular languages as symbolic repres-
entations. Ganty, Geeraerts, Raskin and Van Begin [21,20] proposed a forward proced-
ure for solving the coverability problem for WSTS equipped with an effective adequate
domain of limits, or equipped with a finite setD used as a parameter to tune the pre-
cision of an abstract domain. Both solutions insure that every downward closed set has
a finite representation. Abdullaet al. [3] applied this framework to Petri nets and lossy
channel systems. Abdulla, Deneux, Mahata and Nylén proposed a symbolic framework
for dealing with downward closed sets for Timed Petri nets [4].
Our contribution. First, we definecomplete WSTSas WSTS whose well-ordering is
also a continuous dcpo. This allows us to design a conceptualprocedureCloverS that
looks for a finite representation of the downward closure of the reachability set, i.e., of
the cover [15]. We call such a finite representation aclover (for closure ofcover). This
clearly separates the fundamental ideas from the data structures used in implementing
Karp-Miller-like algorithms. Our procedure also terminates in more cases than the well-
known (generalized) Karp-Miller procedure [12,15]. We establish the main properties
of clovers in Section 3 and use them to proveCloverS correct, notably, in Section 5.

Second, we characterize complete WSTS for whichCloverS terminates. These are
the ones that have a (continuous) flattening with the same clover. This establishes a
surprising relationship with the theory of flattening [8].

Third, and building on our theory of completions [17], we characterize those WSTS
whose completion is a complete WSTS in the sense above. They are exactly theω2-
WSTS, i.e., those whose state space isω2-wqo, as we show in Section 4.

Finally, we apply our framework of complete WSTS to counter systems in Section 6.
We show that affine counter systems may be completed into∞-complete WSTS iff the
domains of the monotone affine functions are upward closed.

2 Preliminaries

Posets, dcpos.We borrow from theories of order, as used in model-checking [2,19],
and also from domain theory [6,23]. Aquasi-ordering≤ is a reflexive and transitive
relation on a setX. It is a (partial)ordering iff it is antisymmetric.

We write≥ the converse quasi-ordering,< the associated strict ordering (≤ \ ≥),
and> the converse (≥\≤) of <. A setX with a partial ordering≤ is aposet(X,≤), or
justX when≤ is clear. Theupward closure↑E of a setE is {y ∈ X | ∃x ∈ E ·x ≤ y}.
Thedownward closure↓E is {y ∈ X | ∃x ∈ E · y ≤ x}. A subsetE of X is upward
closedif and only ifE = ↑E. Downward closedsets are defined similarly. A downward
closed (resp. upward closed) setE has abasisA iff E = ↓A (resp.E = ↑A); E has a
finite basisiff A can be chosen finite.
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A quasi-ordering iswell-foundediff it has no infinite strictly descending chainx0 >

x1 > . . . > xi > . . .. An antichainis a set of pairwise incomparable elements. A quasi-
ordering iswell iff it is well-founded and has no infinite antichain. We abbreviate well
posets aswpos.

An upper boundx ∈ X of E ⊆ X is such thaty ≤ x for every y ∈ E. The
least upper bound (lub)of a setE, if it exists, is writtenlub(E). An elementx of E is
maximal(resp. minimal) iff↑x∩E = {x} (resp.↓x∩E = {x}). Write MaxE (resp.
MinE) the set of maximal (resp. minimal) elements ofE.

A directed subsetof X is any non-empty subsetD such that every pair of elements
of D has an upper bound inD. Chains, i.e., totally ordered subsets, and one-element
set are examples of directed subsets. Adcpo is a poset in which every directed subset
has a least upper bound. For any subsetE of a dcpoX, let Lub(E) = {lub(D) |
D directed subset ofE}. Clearly,E ⊆ Lub(E); Lub(E) can be thought ofE plus all
limits from elements ofE.

Theway belowrelation≪ on a dcpoX is defined byx ≪ y iff, for every directed
subsetD such thatlub(D) ≤ y, there is az ∈ D such thatx ≤ z. Write ↓↓E = {y ∈
X | ∃x ∈ E · y ≪ x}. X is continuousiff, for every x ∈ X, ↓↓x is a directed subset,
and hasx as least upper bound.

When≤ is a well partial ordering that also turnsX into a dcpo, we say thatX is a
directed complete well order, or dcwo. If additionallyX is continuous, we say thatX
is acdcwo.

A subsetU of a dcpoX is (Scott-)openiff U is upward-closed, and for any directed
subsetD of X such thatlub(D) ∈ U , some element ofD is already inU . A map
f : X → X is (Scott-)continuousiff f is monotonic (x ≤ y implies f(x) ≤ f(y))
and for every directed subsetD of X, lub(f(D)) = f(lub(D)). Equivalently,f is
continuous in the topological sense, i.e.,f−1(U) is open for every openU .

A closedset is the complement of an open set. Every closed set is downward closed.
Theclosurecl(A) of A ⊆ X is the smallest closed set containingA. This should not be
confused with theinductive closureInd(A) of A, which is obtained as the least setB

containingA and such thatLub(B) = B. In general,↓A ⊆ Lub(↓A) ⊆ Ind(↓A) ⊆
cl(A), and all inclusions can be strict. However, whenX is acontinuousdcpo, andA is
downward closed inX, Lub(A) = Ind(A) = cl(A). (See, e.g., [17, Proposition 3.5].)

Well-Structured Transition Systems.A transition systemis a pairS = (S,→) of a
setS, whose elements are calledstates, and atransition relation→ ⊆ S ×S. We write
s→ s′ for (s, s′) ∈ →. Let

∗
→ be the transitive and reflexive closure of the relation→.

We writePostS(s) = {s′ ∈ S | s → s′} for the set of immediate successors of the
states. Thereachability setof a transition systemS = (S,→) from an initial states0

is Post∗
S

(s0) = {s ∈ S | s0
∗
→ s}.

A transition system(S,→) is effectiveiff S is r.e., and for every states, PostS(s)
is finite and computable. Anorderedtransition system is a tripleS = (S,→,≤) where
(S,→) is a transition system and≤ is a quasi-ordering onS. We say that(S,→,≤) is
effectiveif (S,→) is effective and if≤ is decidable.

S = (S,→,≤) is monotone(resp.strictly monotone) iff for every s, s′, s1 ∈ S

such thats → s′ ands1 ≥ s (resp.s1 > s), there exists ans′1 ∈ S such thats1
∗
→ s′1
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ands′1 ≥ s′ (resp.s′1 > s′). S is strongly monotoneiff for every s, s′, s1 ∈ S such that
s→ s′ ands1 ≥ s, there exists ans′1 ∈ S such thats1 → s′1 ands′1 ≥ s′.

Finite representations ofPostS(s) ,e.g., as Presburger formulae or finite automata,
usually don’t exist even for monotone transition systems (not even speaking of being
computable). ThecoverCoverS(s) = ↓Post∗

S
(↓ s) (= ↓Post∗

S
(s) whenS is mono-

tone) is better behaved. Note that being able to compute the cover allows one to decide
coverability: s (≥;→∗;≥) t iff t ∈ CoverS(s). In most cases we shall encounter, it
will also be decidable whether a finitely represented cover is finite, or whether it meets
a given upward closed setU in only finitely many points. Thereforeboundedness(is
Post∗

S
(s) finite?) andU -boundedness(is Post∗

S
(s)∩U finite?) will be decidable, too.

An ordered transition systemS = (S,→,≤) is aWell Structured Transition System
(WSTS) iff S is monotone and(S,≤) is wpo. This is our object of study.

For strictly monotone WSTS, it is also possible to decide the boundedness problem,
with the help of the Finite Reachability Tree (FRT) [15]. However, theU -Boundedness
problem (called the place-boundedness problem for Petri nets) remains undecidable for
strictly monotone WSTS (for instance, for transfer Petri nets), but it is decidable for
Petri nets. It is decided with the help of a richer structure than the FRT, the Karp-Miller
tree. The set of labels of the Karp-Miller tree is a finite representation of the cover.

We will consider transition systems defined by a finite set of transition functions

for simplicity. This is as in [17]. Formally, afunctional transition system(S,
F
→) is

a labeled transition system where the transition relation
F
→ is defined by a finite set

F of partial functionsf : S −→ S, in the sense that for everys, s′ ∈ S, s
F
→ s′

iff s′ = f(s) for somef ∈ F . A map f : S → S is partial monotoniciff dom f

is upward-closed and for allx, y ∈ dom f with x ≤ y, f(x) ≤ f(y). An ordered

functional transition systemis an ordered transition systemS = (S,
F
→,≤) whereF

consists of partial monotonic functions. This is always strongly monotonic. Afunctional
WSTSis an ordered functional transition system where≤ is well.

A functional transition system(S,
F
→) is effectiveif every f ∈ F is computable:

given a states and a functionf , we may decide whethers ∈ dom f and in this case,
one may also computef(s).

3 Clovers of Complete WSTS

Complete WSTS and their clovers.All forward procedures for WSTS rest on com-
pleting the given WSTS to one that includes all limits. E.g., the state space of Petri nets
is Nk, the set of all markings onk places, but the Karp-Miller algorithm works onNk

ω,
whereNω is N plus a new top elementω. We have defined general completions of wpos,
serving as state spaces, and have briefly described completions of (functional) WSTS
in [17]. We temporarily abstract away from this, and consider completeWSTS directly.

Generalizing the notion of continuity to partial maps, apartial continuousmap
f : X → X, where(X,≤) is a dcpo, is such thatdom f is open (not just upward-
closed), and for every directed subsetD in dom f , lub(f(D)) = f(lub(D)). Equival-
ently,dom f is open andf−1(U) is open for any openU . The composite of two partial
continuous maps is again partial continuous.
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Definition 1. A completeWSTS is a (functional) WSTSS = (S,
F
→,≤) where(S,≤)

is a cdcwo and every function inF is partial continuous.

The point in complete WSTS is that one canaccelerateloops:

Definition 2. Let (X,≤) be a dcpo,f : X → X be partial continuous. Thelub-
accelerationf∞ : X → X is defined by:dom f∞ = dom f , and for anyx ∈ dom f ,
if x < f(x) thenf∞(x) = lub{fn(x) | n ∈ N}, elsef∞(x) = f(x).

Note that ifx ≤ f(x), thenf(x) ∈ dom f , andf(x) ≤ f2(x). By induction, we can
show that{fn(x) | n ∈ N} is an increasing sequence, so that the definition makes
sense.

Complete WSTS are strongly monotone. One may not decide, in general, whether
a recursive functionf is monotone [18] or continuous, whether an ordered set(S,≤)
with a decidable ordering≤, is a dcpo or whether it is a wpo. We may prove that
given an effective ordered functional transition system, one cannot decide whether it is
a WSTS, or a complete WSTS. However, the completion ofany functionalω2-WSTS
is complete, as we shall see in Theorem 1.

In a complete WSTS, there is acanonicalfinite representation of the cover:

Definition 3 (Clover). LetS = (S,
F
→,≤) be a complete WSTS. ThecloverCloverS(s0)

of the states0 ∈ S is Max Lub(CoverS(s0)).

Proposition 1. LetS = (S,
F
→,≤) be a complete WSTS, ands0 ∈ S. ThenCloverS(s0)

is finite, andcl(CoverS(s0)) = ↓CloverS(s0).

Proof. Lub(CoverS(s0)) = cl(CoverS(s0)) sinceCoverS(s0) is downward closed,
andS is a continuous dcpo. SinceS is a wpo, it is Noetherian in its Scott topology [25,
Proposition 3.1]. SinceS is a continuous dcpo,S is also sober [6, Proposition 7.2.27],
so Corollary 6.5 of [25] applies: every closed subsetF of S is such thatMaxF is finite
andF = ↓MaxF . Now letF = Lub(CoverS(s0)). ⊓⊔

For any other representative, i.e., for any finite setR such that↓R = ↓CloverS(s0),
CloverS(s0) = MaxR. Indeed, for any two finite setsF,G ⊆ S such that↓F = ↓G,
MaxF = MaxG. So Clover is the minimal representativeof the cover, i.e., there
is no representativeR with |R| < |CloverS(s0)|. The clover was called the minimal
coverability set in [16].

Despite the fact that the clover is always finite, it is non-computable in general (see
Proposition 4 below). Nonetheless, it is computable onflat complete WSTS, and even
on the larger class ofclover-flattablecomplete WSTS (Theorem 3 below).
Completions.There are numberous WSTS which are not complete: the setNk of states
of a Petri net withk places is not even a dcpo. The set of states of a lossy channel system
with k channels,(Σ∗)k, is not a dcpo for the subword ordering either. We have defined
general completions of wpos, and of WSTS, in [17], which we recall quickly.

ThecompletionX̂ of a wpo(X,≤) is defined in any of two equivalent ways. First,
X̂ is theideal completionIdl(X) of X, i.e., the set of ideals ofX, ordered by inclusion,
where anideal is a downward-closed directed subset ofX. This can also be described
as the sobrificationS(Xa) of the Noetherian spaceXa, but this is probably harder to
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understand (although it makes proofs simpler). We considerX as a subset of̂X, by
equating each elementx ∈ X with ↓x ∈ Idl(X). For instance, ifX = Nk, e.g., with
k = 3, then(1, 3, 2) is equated with the ideal↓(1, 3, 2), while {(1,m, n) | m,n ∈ N}

is a limit, i.e. an element of̂X \ X; the latter is usually written(1, ω, ω), and is the
least upper bound of all(1,m, n), m,n ∈ N. The downward-closure of(1, ω, ω) in X̂,
intersected withX, gives back the set of non-limit elements{(1,m, n) | m,n ∈ N}.

This is a general situation: one can always writeX̂ as the disjoint unionX ∪ L, so
that any downward closed subsetD of X can be written asX ∩ ↓A, whereA is afinite
subset ofX ∪L. ThenL, the set of limits, is aweak adequate domain of limits(WADL)
for X—we slightly simplify Definition 3.1 of [17], itself a slight generalization of [21].
In fact,X̂ (minusX) is thesmallestWADL [17, Theorem 3.4].

X̂ = Idl(X) is always a continuous dcpo. In fact, it is even algebraic [6,Proposi-
tion 2.2.22]. It may however fail to be well, hence to be a cdcwo, see Lemma 1 below.

We have also described a hierarchy of datatypes on which completions are effect-

ive [17, Section 5]. Notably,̂N = Nω, Â = A for any finite poset, and
∏̂k

i=1
Xi =∏k

i=1
X̂i. Also, X̂∗ is the space ofproductson X, as defined in [1], i.e., regular ex-

pressions that are products ofatomic expressionsA∗ (A ∈ Pfin(X̂), wherePfin denotes
the set offinite subsets) ora? (a ∈ X̂). In any case, elements of completionsX̂ have a
finite description, and the ordering⊆ on elements of̂X is decidable [17, Theorem 5.3].

Having defined the completion̂X of a wpoX, we can define the completionS = X̂

of a (functional) WSTSX = (X,
F
→,≤) as(X̂,

SF
→,⊆), whereSF = {Sf | f ∈ F}

[17, Section 6]. For each partial monotonic mapf ∈ F , the partial continuous map
Sf : Ŝ → Ŝ is such thatdomSf = {C ∈ X̂ | C ∩dom f 6= ∅}, andSf(C) = ↓ f(C)

for everyC ∈ X̂. In the cases of Petri nets or functional-lossy channel systems, the
completed WSTS is effective [17, Section 6].

The important fact, which assesses the importance of the clover, is the following
(see Appendix A for a proof).

Proposition 2. Let S = X̂ be the completion of the functional WSTSX = (X,
F
→,≤).

For every states0 ∈ X, CoverX(s0) = CoverS(s0) ∩X = ↓CloverS(s0) ∩X.

CoverS(s0) is contained, usually strictly, in↓CloverS(s0). The above states that,
when restricted to non-limit elements (inX), both contain the same elements. Tak-
ing lub-accelerations(Sf)

∞ of any compositionf of maps inF leavesCoverS(s0),
but is always contained in↓CloverS(s0) = cl(CoverS(s0)). So we can safely lub-
accelerate inS = X̂ to compute the clover inS. While the clover is larger than the
cover, taking the intersection back withX will produce exactly the coverCoverX(s0).

4 A Robust Class of WSTS:ω2-WSTS

The construction of the completionS = X̂ of a WSTSX = (X,
F
→,≤) is almost

perfect: the only missing ingredient to show thatS is a complete WSTS is to check that
X̂ is well-ordered by inclusion. We have indeed seen thatX̂ is a continuous dcpo; and
S is strongly monotonic, becauseSf is continuous, hence monotonic, for everyf ∈ F .
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We show that, in some cases,X̂ is indeednot well-ordered. TakeX to be Rado’s
structureXRado [29], i.e., {(m,n) ∈ N2 | m < n}, ordered by≤Rado: (m,n) ≤Rado

(m′, n′) iff m = m′ andn ≤ n′, orn < m′. It is well-known that≤Rado is a well quasi-
ordering, and thatP(XRado) is not well-quasi-ordered by≤♯

Rado, defined asA ≤♯
Rado B

iff for every y ∈ B, there is ax ∈ A such thatx ≤Rado y [26]; see for example [5,
Example 3.2] for a readable reference. One can show (see Appendix B) thatX̂Rado =
Idl(XRado) is comprised of all elements ofXRado, plus infinitely many elementsω0, ω1,
. . . , ωi, . . . , andω, so that(i, n) ≤ ωi for all n ≥ i + 1, ωi ≤ ω for all i ∈ N, and
{ωi | i ∈ N} is an antichain. We note that the latter is infinite. So:

Lemma 1. X̂Rado is not well-ordered by inclusion.

A well-quasi-orderX is ω2-wqo if and only if it does not contain an (isomorphic
copy of)XRado, see e.g. [26]. We show that the above is the only case that cango bad:

Proposition 3. LetS be a well-quasi-order. Then̂S is well-quasi-ordered by inclusion
iff S is ω2-wqo.

Let anω2-WSTSbe any WSTS whose underlying poset isω2-wqo. It follows:

Theorem 1. Let S = (S,
F
→,≤) be a functional WSTS. Then̂S is a (complete, func-

tional) WSTS iffS is anω2-WSTS.

All wpos used in the literature, and in fact all wpos arising from the hierarchy of
data types of [17, Section 5] areω2-wqo. This follows from the fact that they are even
better-quasi-ordered—see [5] for a gentle introduction to the latter concept.
Effective complete WSTS.The completion̂S of a WSTSS is effective iff the comple-
tion Ŝ of the set of states is effective and ifSf is recursive for allf ∈ F . Ŝ is effective
for all the data types of [17, Section 5]. Also,Sf is indeed recursive for allf ∈ F ,
whether in Petri nets, functional-lossy channel systems (away of recasting lossy chan-
nel systems as functional WSTS [17, Section 6]), reset/transfer Petri nets notably. As
promised, we can now show:

Proposition 4. There are effective complete WSTSS such that the mapCloverS :
S → Pfin(S) is not recursive.

Proof. Let S be the completion of a functional-lossy channel system [17,Section 6] on
the message alphabetΣ. By Theorem 1,S is a complete WSTS. It is effective, too, see
op.cit., or [1, Lemma 6].CloverS(s0) can be written as a tuple of control states and of
simple regular expressionP1+. . .+Pn representing the contents of channels. EachPi is
a product of atomic expressionsA∗ (A ∈ Pfin(Σ)) or a? (a ∈ Σ). NowPost∗

S
(s0) is fi-

nite iff none of these atomic expressions is of the formA∗. So computingCloverS(s0)
would allow one to decide boundedness for functional-lossychannel systems. However
functional-lossy channel systems are equivalent to lossy channel systems in this respect,
and boundedness is undecidable for the latter [9]. The same argument also applies to
reset Petri nets [11]. ⊓⊔
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5 A Conceptual Karp-Miller Procedure

We say that an effective complete (functional) WSTSS = (S,
F
→,≤) is∞-effective

iff every function g∞ is computable, for everyg ∈ F ∗, whereF ∗ is the set of all
compositions of map inF . E.g., the completion of a Petri net is∞-effective: not only
is Nk

ω a wpo, but every composition of transitionsg ∈ F ∗ is of the formg(x) = x + δ,
whereδ ∈ Zk. If x < g(x) thenδ ∈ Nk \ {0}. Write xi the ith component ofx, it
follows thatg∞(x) is the tuple whoseith component isxi if δi = 0, ω otherwise.

Let S be an∞-effective WSTS, and writeA ⊑ B iff ↓A ⊆ ↓B, i.e., iff every
element ofA is below some element ofB. The
following is a simple procedure which computes
the clover of its inputs0 ∈ S (when it termin-
ates):
Note thatCloverS is well-defined and all its
lines are computable by assumption, provided
we make clear what we mean by fair choice in
line (a). CallAm the value ofA at the start of
the (m − 1)st turn of the loop at step 2 (so in

Procedure CloverS(s0) :
1. A← {s0};
2. while PostS(A) 6⊑ A do

(a) Choose fairly(g, a) ∈ F ∗ ×A

such thata ∈ dom g;
(b) A← A ∪ {g∞(a)};

3. return MaxA;

Fig. 1: TheCloverS procedure

particularA0 = {s0}). The choice at line (a) isfair iff, on every infinite execution,
every pair(g, a) ∈ F ∗ ×Am will be picked at some later stagen ≥ m.

Our procedure is more conceptual than the existing proposals, which generally build
a tree [27,15,16,22] or a graph [12] for computing the clover. We shall see that termina-
tion of CloverS has strong ties with the theory offlattening[8]; but this paper requires
one to enumerate sets of the formg∗(x), which is sometimes harder than computing
just the elementg∞(x). For example, ifg : Nk → Nk is an affine mapg(x) = Ax + b

with A ≥ 0 andb ≥ 0 theng∞(x) is computable as a vector inNk
ω [18, Theorem 7.9],

butg∗(x) is not even definable by a Presburger formula.
Finally, we use afixpoint test(line 2) that is not in the Karp-Miller algorithm; and

this improvement allowsCloverS to terminate inmore casesthan the Karp-Miller pro-
cedure when it is used for extended Petri nets (for reset Petri nets for instance, which
are a special case of the affine maps above), as we shall see. Todecide whether the
current setA, which is always an under-approximation ofCloverS(s0), is the clover, it
is enough to decide whetherPostS(A) ⊑ A. The various Karp-Miller procedures only
test each branch of a tree separately, to the partial exception of the minimal coverability
tree algorithm [15] and the recent coverability algorithm [22], which compare nodes
across branches. That the simple testPostS(A) ⊑ A does all this at once does not
seem to have been observed until now.

By Proposition 4, we cannot hope to haveCloverS terminate on all inputs. But:

Theorem 2 (Correctness).If CloverS(s0) terminates, then it computesCloverS(s0).

If the generalized Karp-Miller Tree procedure [15] terminates then it has found a
finite setg1, g2, ..., gn of maps to lub-accelerate. These lub-accelerations will also be
found by CloverS, by fairness. From the fixpoint test,CloverS will also stop. The
reset Petri net of [11, Example 3], with an extra transition that adds a token to each
place, is an example where the generalized Karp-Miller procedure does not terminate,
while CloverS terminates. So:
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Proposition 5. The procedureCloverS terminates in more cases than the generalized
Karp-Miller procedure.

Termination is however undecidable, using Proposition 4 and Theorem 2.

Proposition 6. There is an∞-effective complete WSTS such that the termination of
CloverS is undecidable.

We now characterize those transition systems on whichCloverS terminates.

A functional transition system(S,
F
→) with initial states0 is flat iff there are finitely

many wordsw1, w2, ..., wk ∈ F ∗ such that any fireable sequence of transitions froms0

is contained in the languagew∗
1w∗

2 ...w∗
k. (We equate functions inF with letters from the

alphabetF , and understand words as the corresponding composition of maps.) Ginsburg
and Spanier [24] call this aboundedlanguage, and show that it is decidable whether any
context-free language is flat.

Not all systems of interest are flat. For an arbitrary systemS, flattening[8] con-
sists in finding a flat systemS′, equivalent toS w.r.t. reachability, and computing on
S′ instead ofS. We adapt the definition in [8] to functional transition systems (without
an explicit finite control graph). A functional transition system
S1 = (S1,

F1→), together with a mapϕ : S1 → S2 and a map,
also writtenϕ, from F1 to F2, is a flatteningof a functional
transition systemS2 = (S2,

F2→) iff (1) S1 is flat and (2) for
all (s, s′) ∈ S2

1 , for all f1 ∈ F1 such thats ∈ dom f1 and
s′ = f1(s), ϕ(s) ∈ dom ϕ(f1) andϕ(s′) = ϕ(f1)(ϕ(s)). (I.e.,
ϕ is a morphism of transition systems.) Let us recall that(S, s0)
is Post∗-flattableiff there is a flatteningS1 of S and a states1

S1 S2

ϕ

Fig. 2: Flattening
of S1 such that ϕ(s1) = s0 and Post∗

S
(s0) = ϕ(Post∗

S1
(s1)).

A flattening iscontinuousiff S1 is an complete transition system andϕ : S1 → S2

is continuous. Correspondingly, we say that(S, s0) is clover-flattableiff there is an
continuous flatteningS1, ϕ of S and a states1 of S1 such thatϕ(s1) = s0 and
CloverS(s0) ⊑ ϕ(CloverS1

(s1)).
We obtain the following. The (non-trivial) proof appears inAppendix E.

Theorem 3. LetS be an∞-effective complete WSTS. The procedureCloverS termin-
ates ons0 iff (S, s0) is clover-flattable. Then we can even require that the continuous
flattening has the same clover up toϕ, i.e.,CloverS(s0) = Maxϕ(CloverS1

(s1)).

6 Application: Well Structured Counter Systems

We now demonstrate how the fairly large class of counter systems fits with our the-
ory. We show that counter systems composed of affine monotonefunctions with up-
ward closed definition domains are complete (strongly monotonic) WSTS. This result
is obtained by showing that every monotone affine function iscontinuous and its lub-
accelerationf∞ is computable. Moreover, we prove that it is possible to decide whether
a general counter system (given by a finite set of Presburger relations) is a monotone
affine counter system, but that one cannot decide whether it is a WSTS.

9



Definition 4. A relational counter system(with n counters), for short anR-counter
system, C is a tupleC = (Q,R,→) whereQ is a finite set of control states,R =
{r1, r2, ...rk} is a finite set of Presburger relationsri ⊆ Nn×Nn and→⊆ Q×R×Q.

We will consider a special case of Presburger relations, those which allow to code the
graph of affine functions. A (partial) functionf : Nn −→ Nn is non-negative affine,
for short affine if there exist a matrixA ∈ Nn×n with non-negative coefficientsand
a vectorb ∈ Zn such that for allx ∈ dom f, f(x) = Ax + b. When necessary,
we will extend affine mapsf : Nn −→ Nn by continuity tof : Nn

ω −→ Nn
ω, by

f(lubi∈N(xi)) = lubi∈N(f(xi)) for every countable chain(xi)i∈N in Nn.

Definition 5. An affine counter system(with n counters) (ACS)C = (Q,R,→) is a
R-counter system where all relationsri are (partial) affine functions.

The domain of mapsf in an affine counter systemACS are Presburger-definable. A
reset/transfer Petri net is anACS where every line or column of every matrix contains
at most one non-zero coefficient equal to1, and, all domains are upward closed sets. A
Petri netis an ACS where all affine maps are translations with upward closed domains.

Theorem 4. One can decide whether an effective relational counter system is anACS.

Proof. The formula expressing that a relation is a function is a Presburger formula,
hence one can decide whetherR is the graph of a function. One can also decide whether
the graphGf of a function f is monotone because monotonicity of a Presburger-
definable function can be expressed as a Presburger formula.Finally, one can also de-
cide whether a Presburger formula represents an affine function f(x) = Ax + b with
A ∈ Nn×n andb ∈ Zn from [10]. ⊓⊔

For counter systems (which include Minsky machines), monotonicity is undecid-
able. Clearly, a counter systemS is well-structured iffS is monotone: so there is no
algorithm to decide whether a relational counter system is aWSTS. However, an ACS
is strongly monotonic iff each mapf is partial monotonic; this is equivalent to requiring
thatdom f is upward closed, since all matricesA have non-negative coefficients. This
is easily cast as Presburger formula, and therefore decidable.

Proposition 7. There is an algorithm to decide whether anACS is a strongly mono-
tonic WSTS.

We have recalled that Petri net functions (f(x) = x+b, b ∈ Zn anddom(f) upward
closed) can be lub-accelerated effectively. This result was generalized to broadcast pro-
tocols (equivalent to transfer Petri nets) by Emerson and Namjoshi [12] and to a class
of affine functionsf(x) = Ax + b such thatA ∈ Nn×n, b ∈ Nn anddom(f) is up-
ward closed [18]. Antonik recently extended this result to Presburger monotone affine
functions: for everyf(x) = Ax + b with A ∈ Nn×n, b ∈ Zn anddom(f) Presburger-
definable, the functionf∞ is recursive [7]. We deduce the following strong relationship
between well-structured ACS and complete well-structuredACS.

Theorem 5. The completion of anACS S is an∞-effective complete WSTS iffS is a
strongly monotonic WSTS.

10



Proof. Strong monotonicity reduces to partial monotonicity of each mapf , as dis-
cussed above. Well-structuredACS are clearly effective, sincePost(s) = {t | ∃f ∈
F · f(t) = s} is Presburger-definable. Note also that monotone affine function are con-
tinuous, andNn

ω is cdcwo. Finally, for every Presburger monotone affine function f , the
functionf∞ is recursive, so the consideredACS is∞-effective. ⊓⊔

Corollary 1. One may decide whether the completion of anACS is an∞-effective
complete WSTS.

So the completions of reset/transfer Petri nets [11], broadcast protocols [13], self-
modifying Petri nets [30] and affine well-structured nets [18] are∞-effective complete
WSTS.

7 Conclusion and Perspectives

We have provided a framework ofcomplete WSTS, and ofcompletionsof WSTS, on
which forward reachability analyses can be conducted, using natural finite representa-
tions for downward closed sets. The central element of this theory is theclover, i.e., the
set of maximal elements of the closure of the cover. We have shown that, for complete
WSTS, the clover is finite and describes the closure of the cover exactly. When the
original WSTS is not complete, we have shown the the general completion of WSTS
defined in [17] is still a WSTS, iff the original WSTS is anω2-WSTS. This charaterize
a new, robust class of WSTS. We have also defined a simple procedure for computing
the clover for∞-effective complete WSTS, and we have shown that it terminates iff
the WSTS isclover-flattable, iff it contains a flat subsystem having the same clover. We
have also observed procedure terminates in more cases than the Karp-Miller procedure
when applied to extensions of Petri nets.

In the future, we shall explore efficient strategies for choosing sequencesg ∈ F ∗

to lub-accelerate in theCloverS procedure. We will also analyze whetherCloverS
terminates in models such as BVASS [31], transfer Data nets [28], reconfigurable nets,
timed Petri nets [4], post-self-modifying Petri nets [30] and strongly monotone affine
well-structured nets [18]), i.e., whether they are clover-flattable.
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A Proof of Proposition 2

We first need a useful lemma.

Lemma 2. For any downward closed subsetF of X̂, cl(F ) ∩X = F ∩X, wherecl is
closure inX̂.

Proof. SinceX̂ = Idl(X) is a continuous dcpo,cl(F ) = Lub(F ). Take anyx ∈
cl(F ) ∩ X, thenx is the least upper bound (in̂X) of a directed subsetD of F ∩ X.
That is,↓x is the union of all↓ y, y ∈ D. Hence there is any ∈ D such thatx ∈ ↓ y. In
particular,x ≤ y. Sincey ∈ F andF is downward-closed,x is in F . Sox ∈ F ∩X.
We have provedcl(F ) ∩X ⊆ F ∩X. The converse inclusion is obvious. ⊓⊔

We show that (Proposition 2): for every states0 ∈ X, CoverX(s0) = CoverS(s0)∩
X = ↓CloverS(s0) ∩X.

The first equality actually follows from Proposition 6.1 of [17], but a direct proof
will be clearer. This will be a consequence of (1) and (2) below. The second equality is
a consequence of Proposition 1 and Lemma 2.

First, we show that: (1)CoverS(s0) ∩X ⊆ CoverX(s0). Let x be any element of
CoverS(s0)∩X. That is, up to the identification of elementsx ∈ X with ↓x ∈ X̂, ↓x

is in CoverS(s0). By definition, there is a natural numberk, k +1 elementsC0 =↓ s0,
C1, . . . ,Ck in X̂, andk partial monotonic mapsf1, . . . ,fk in F such that↓x ⊆ Ck, and
Ci = Sfi(Ci−1) for everyi, 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Since↓x ⊆ Ck = Sfk(Ck−1) = ↓ fk(Ck−1),
there is an elementxk−1 ∈ Ck−1 ∩ dom fk such thatx ≤ fk(xk−1). Similarly, there
anxk−2 ∈ Ck−2∩dom fk−1 such thatxk−1 ≤ fk−1(xk−2), . . . , anx1 ∈ C1∩dom f2

such thatx2 ≤ f2(x1), and anx0 ∈ C0 ∩ dom f1 such thatx1 ≤ f1(x0). Since
C0 = ↓ s0, we havex0 ≤ s0. Using the fact thatf1, . . . , fk are partial monotonic,
x ≤ fk(fk−1(. . . (f2(f1(s0)))), sox ∈ Cover∗

X
(s0).

Second, we show: (2)CoverX (s0) ⊆ CoverS(s0) ∩ X. Let x ∈ CoverX (s0).
So there is a natural numberk ∈ N and k mapsf1, . . . , fk in F such thatx ≤
fk(fk−1(. . . (f2(f1(s0))))), where the latter expression is defined. For alli, 0 ≤ i ≤
k, defineCi as ↓ fi(fi−1(. . . (f2(f1(s0))))). We claim that wheneveri ≥ 1, Ci =
Sfi(Ci−1). Indeed,Sfi(Ci−1) = ↓ fi(Ci−1) = ↓ fi(↓ fi−1(. . . (f2(f1(s0))))). Since
fi is partial monotonic,↓ fi(↓ y) = ↓ fi(y) for everyy. SoSfi(Ci−1) = Ci. Next,
C0 = ↓ s0; and↓x ⊆ Ck, sincex ∈ Ck andCk is downward closed. So↓x is in
CoverS(↓ s0). Equating↓x with x ∈ X and↓ s0 with s0 as usual,x is inCoverS(s0)∩
X.

Now the first equalityCoverX(s0) = CoverS(s0) ∩ X is by (1) and (2). For the
second equality, note that↓CloverS(s0)∩X = cl(CoverS(s0))∩X by Proposition 1.
By Lemma 2, this is justCoverS(s0) ∩X. ⊓⊔

B Proofs of Section 4

Proof of Lemma 1.
We exploit the fact that̂XRado = Idl(XRado), and examine the structure of directed

subsets ofXRado. In fact, we claim that the downward closed directed subsetsof XRado,
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apart from those of the form↓(m,n), are of the formωi = {(i, n) | n ≥ i + 1} ∪
{(m,n) ∈ XRado | n ≤ i−1}, orω = XRado. See Figure 3 for a pictorial representation
of ωi.

i

Fig. 3. Ideals in Rado’s Structure

Take any downward closed directed subsetD of XRado. Consider the setI of all
integersi such that some(i, n) is in D. If I is not bounded, thenD = XRado. Indeed,
for every(m,n) ∈ XRado, sinceI is not bounded, there is an(i, n′) ∈ D with i > n.
Then(m,n) < (i, n′), so(m,n) ∈ D.

If I is bounded, on the other hand, leti be the largest element ofI. Then(i, i + 1)
is in D: by assumption(i, n) is in D for n ≥ i + 1, hence(i, i + 1) also, sinceD is
downward closed.

There cannot be any(i′, j′) ∈ D with i′ < i andj′ ≥ i. Otherwise, sinceD is
directed, there would be an(i′′, j′′) ∈ D with (i, i + 1), (i′, j′) ≤Rado (i′′, j′′); the
casei′′ = i is impossible, since then(i′, j′) ≤Rado (i′′, j′′) would imply i′ = i′′ and
j′ ≤ j′′ (impossible sincei′ < i), or j′ < i′′ (impossible since this would entaili < i′′,
contradicting the maximality ofi in I); so, sincei′′ 6= i and(i, i + 1) ≤Rado (i′′, j′′),
i′′ > i + 1, again contradicting the maximality ofi in I.

On the other hand, since(i, i + 1) is in D, then the lower triangle ofωi, as shown
in Figure 3, must be inD: these are the points(m,n) with n < i.

If the set of integersn such that(i, n) is in D is bounded, say bynmax, then the
only elements inD are those of the form(i, j) with j ≤ nmax, and those of the form
(m,n) with n < i. One checks easily that this is↓(i, nmax) in XRado. Otherwise, then
D contains all(i, n) with n ≥ i + 1, and thereforeD containsωi. It cannot contain
more, soD = ωi. Then one checks thatωi is indeed directed and downward closed.

So X̂Rado = Idl(XRado) is obtained by adjoining infinitely many elementsω0, ω1,
. . . , ωi, . . . , andω to XRado. They are ordered so that(i, n) ≤ ωi for all n ≥ i + 1,
ωi ≤ ω for all i ∈ N, and no other ordering relationship exists that involves one of the
fresh elements. In particular, note that{ωi | i ∈ N} is an infinite antichain, whence
S(XRado a) = Idl(XRado) is not wqo. ⊓⊔

Proof of Proposition 3.
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Jaňcar [26] shows thatS is ω2-wqo if and only ifP(S) is well-ordered by≤♯
Rado.

Recall thatB1 ≤
♯
Rado B2 if and only if for everyy2 ∈ B2, there isy1 ∈ B1 with

y1 ≤Radoy2. Note thatB1 ≤
♯
RadoB2 if and only if ↑B1 ⊇ ↑B2.

We need to remember that the Alexandroff topology on a poset has all upward
closed subsets as opens. WriteSa for S with its Alexandroff topology. Any set of the
form ↑B in S is Alexandroff-open (i.e., upward closed), and any Alexandroff-open is
of this form, withB finite, becauseS is well. In other words, the setO(Sa) of all opens
(upward closed subsets) ofS is well-ordered by reverse inclusion⊇ if and only if S is
ω2-wqo.

Recall that theHoare powerdomainH(Sa) of Sa is the set of all non-empty closed
subsets ofSa (the downward-closed subsets ofS), ordered by inclusion. It follows that
H(Sa) is well-ordered by inclusion⊇ if and only if S is ω2-wqo. Then we recall that
Ŝ = S(Sa) is the subspace ofH(S) consisting of all irreducible closed subsets [25].

WhenS is ω2-wqo, sinceH(Sa) is well-ordered by inclusion, the smaller setŜ =
S(Sa) is also well-ordered by inclusion.

Conversely, assume that̂S = S(Sa) is well-ordered by inclusion. IfS was not
ω2-wqo, then it would contain a subsetY that is order-isomorphic toXRado. Hence
Ŝ = S(Sa) would containŶ = Idl(Y ). However by Lemma 1Idl(Y ) contains an
infinite antichain: contradiction. ⊓⊔

C Cover and Clover of Ordered Transition Systems

Lemma 3. If (S, s0) be a monotone transition system, then↓Post∗
S

(↓ s0) = ↓Post∗
S

(s0).

Proof. Let us show↓Post∗
S

(↓ s0) ⊆ ↓Post∗
S

(s0). Let t0 ≤ s0 andt0
∗
→ t1 such that

s ≤ t1. Then by monotonicity ofS, there iss1 such thats0
∗
→ s1 andt1 ≤ s1. Hence

s ≤ s1 ands ∈ ↓Post∗
S

(s0). ⊓⊔

Proposition 8. Let S be a complete ordered transition system andA a finite set of
states. ThenCloverS(s0) ⊑ A if and only ifPost∗

S
(s0) ⊑ A.

Proof. LetF be any closed subset of states. By Proposition 1,↓CloverS(s0) ⊆ F iff
cl(CoverS(s0)) ⊆ F . Now cl(CoverS(s0)) = cl(↓Post∗

S
(s0)) = cl(Post∗

S
(s0)).

So↓CloverS(s0) ⊆ F iff cl(Post∗
S

(s0)) ⊆ F , iff Post∗
S

(s0) ⊆ F , sinceF is closed.
Now takeF = ↓A, which is closed becauseA is finite. ⊓⊔

D Proofs of Section 5

The following two propositions are used to prove the correctness (Theorem 2) ofCloverS.
We first show that ifCloverS terminates then the computed setA is contained in
Lub(Post∗

S
(s0). It is crucial thatLub(F ) = cl(F ) for any downward-closed setF ,

which holds because the state spaceS is a continuous dcpo. We use this through invoc-
ations to Proposition 1.

Lemma 4. Let S = (S,
F
→,≤) be a complete (functional) WSTS. For any subsetA of

states,Post∗
S

(cl(A)) ⊆ cl(Post∗
S

(A)).
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Proof. We first observe thatPostS(cl(A)) ⊆ cl(PostS(A)). Indeed, for anys ∈
PostS(cl(A)), there is anf ∈ F and somet ∈ dom f ∩ cl(A) such thatf(t) = s.
Let U be the complement ofcl(PostS(A)): U is open by definition. Sincef is partial
continuous,f−1(U) is open. Ifs were inU , thent would be inf−1(U), and incl(A). It
is a general property of topological properties that an open(heref−1(U)) meetscl(A)
iff it meetsA. So there is also a statet′ in f−1(U) ∩A. That is,t′ ∈ dom f , f(t′) ∈ U

andt′ ∈ A. But t′ ∈ A impliesf(t′) ∈ PostS(A) ⊆ cl(PostS(A)), contradicting the
fact thatf(t′) ∈ U . Sos cannot be inU , i.e.,s ∈ cl(PostS(A)).

By an easy induction onk ∈ N, it follows thatPostk
S

(cl(A)) ⊆ cl(Postk
S

(A)),
hence thatPost∗

S
(cl(A)) ⊆ cl(Post∗

S
(A)). ⊓⊔

Proposition 9. LetS be an∞-effective complete functional transition system andAn

be the value of the setA, computed by the procedureCloverS on input s0, after n

iterations of the while statement at line2. ThenAn is finite, andAn ⊑ An+1 ⊑
CloverS(s0), for everyn ∈ N.

Proof. It is obvious thatAn is finite. Also, the inclusionAn ⊆ ↓An+1 is clear, and
entailsAn ⊑ An+1.

We show thatAn ⊑ CloverS(s0), i.e., thatAn ⊆ ↓CloverS(s0) by induction on
n. By Proposition 1, it is equivalent to show thatAn ⊆ cl(CoverS(s0)).

If n = 0, A0 = {s0}, soA0 ⊑ CoverS(s0) ⊑ cl(CoverS(s0)). AssumeAn ⊆
cl(CoverS(s0)), and let us prove thatAn+1 ⊑ cl(CoverS(s0)). Let (g, a) be the
selected pair at line (a). We must show thatg∞(a) ∈ cl(CoverS(s0)).

If a 6< g(a), theng∞(a) = g(a) is in Post∗
S

(a), and sincea ∈ An andAn ⊑
cl(CoverS(s0)) by induction hypothesis,g(a) is in Post∗

S
(cl(CoverS(s0))). The lat-

ter is contained incl(Post∗
S

(CoverS(s0))) by Lemma 4, i.e., incl(CoverS(s0)) by
monotonicity.

If a < g(a), theng∞(a) = lub{gn(a) | n ∈ N} is a least upper bound of a direc-
ted chain of elements inPost∗

S
(a). Sog∞(a) ∈ Lub(Post∗

S
(a)) ⊆ cl(Post∗

S
(a)).

Since a ∈ An and An ⊑ cl(CoverS(s0)) by induction hypothesis,g∞(a) is in
cl(Post∗

S
(cl(CoverS(s0)))). The latter is contained incl(cl(Post∗

S
(CoverS(s0)))) =

cl(Post∗
S

(CoverS(s0))) by Lemma 4, i.e., incl(CoverS(s0)) by monotonicity. ⊓⊔

If the procedureCloverS does not stop, it will compute an infinite sequence of sets
of states. In other words,CloverS does not deadlock.

Proposition 10. LetS be an∞-effective complete functional WSTS. The set
⋃

n An is
finite if and only if the procedureCloverS stops on inputs0.

Proof. AssumeCloverS does not stop on inputs0. SinceAn ⊑ An+1, if A =
⋃

n An

is finite then there is an indexm such thatAn = Am for all n ≥ m; alsoA = Am.
Let (g, a) ∈ F ∗ × A be arbitrary. We shall show thatg(a) ⊑ A, i.e., there is an
elementa′ ∈ A such thatg(a) ≤ a′. Sincea ∈ Am, by fairness there is ann ∈ N

with n ≥ m such that(g, a) is picked at line (a). Theng∞(a) ⊑ An+1 = A, so
g(a) ≤ g∞(a) ⊑ An+1 = A. It follows thatPost∗

S
(A) ⊑ A, soPostS(A) ⊑ A,

hence the procedure must stop afterm turns of the loop: contradiction. SoA is infinite.
The converse implication is obvious. ⊓⊔
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While CloverS is non-deterministic, this isdon’t care non-determinism: if one ex-
ecution does not terminate, then no execution terminates. If CloverS terminates, then
it computes the clover, and if it does not terminate, then at each stepn, the setAn is
contained in the clover. Let us recall thatAn ⊑ An+1. We can now prove:
Theorem 2 : If CloverS(s0) terminates, then it computesCloverS(s0).

Proof. If the procedureCloverS terminates, then it returns a setMaxA such that
PostS(A) ⊑ A, i.e.,↓PostS(A) ⊆ ↓A. By Proposition 9,A contains allAn, hence
alsos0. So↓A containsCoverS(s0). SinceA is finite,↓A is closed, so↓A must also
containcl(CoverS(s0)). By Proposition 1, it follows that↓A must contain↓CloverS(s0),
i.e., CloverS(s0) ⊑ A. However, by Proposition 9 again,A ⊑ CloverS(s0). So
MaxA = CloverS(s0). ⊓⊔

We needed the above theorem so as to establish:
Proposition 6 : There is an∞-effective complete WSTS such that the termination of
CloverS is undecidable.

Proof. Assume we can decide whetherCloverS terminates. IfCloverS does not ter-
minate ons0, then the reachability set is infinite. IfCloverS terminates, then it com-
putes the clover by Theorem 2, and we can decide boundedness as in the proof of Pro-
position 4, in the case of functional-lossy channel systems. A similar argument works
with reset Petri nets, where boundedness is also undecidable [11]. ⊓⊔

We may also characterize the cover.

Proposition 11. Let S be an∞-effective complete WSTS, obtained as the completion
of an ω2-WSTSX. If the procedureCloverS stops on inputs0 and returnsA, then
CoverX(s0) = X ∩ ↓A.

Proof. By Proposition 2 and Theorem 2. ⊓⊔

Proposition 5 : The proceduresCloverS terminates more often than the Generalized
Karp-Miller Tree procedure.

Proof. It is clear that if the Generalized Karp-Miller Tree (GKMT) procedure termin-
ates thenCloverS, too. As a matter of fact, if the GKMT procedure terminates, it has
found the clover (the minimal coverability set) by using finitely many lub-accelerations;
these lub-accelerations will be inevitably found byCloverS and from the fixpoint test
at line 2,CloverS will stop also.

Now, let us consider the reset Petri net of [11, Example 3]. This has4 places, hence
defines an transition system onN4. Its transitions are:t1(n1, n2, n3, n4) = (n1, n2 −
1, n3, n4+1) if n1 ≥ 1, t2(n1, n2, n3, n4) = (n1−1, 0, n3+1, n4), t3(n1, n2, n3, n4) =
(n1, n2 +1, n3, n4−1) if n3 ≥ 1, andt4(n1, n2, n3, n4) = (n1 +1, n2 +1, n3−1, 0).
Note thatt4(t

n2

3 (t2(t
n2

1 (1, n2, 0, 0)))) = (1, n2 + 1, 0, 0) whenevern2 ≥ 1. Add a
new transitiont5(n1, n2, n3, n4) = (n1 + 1, n2 + 1, n3 + 1, n4 + 1). The Gener-
alized Karp-Miller procedure does not terminate on this modified Petri net with ini-

tial marking(1, 1, 0, 0) because there is a non-regular infinite path:(1, 1, 0, 0)
t1t2t3t4→

(1, 2, 0, 0)
t2
1
t2t2

3
t4

→ (1, 3, 0, 0) . . .
ti

1
t2ti

3
t4

→ (1, i + 1, 0, 0) . . . going towards infinity (on
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the second component). The GKMT procedure cannot compact it, because the least up-
per bound of no repeated sequence along this path contains any ω. Hence, the GKMT is
infinite because the second component unbounded along this infinite non-regular path.
Now it is clear that the procedureCloverS will compute (by firing transitiont5) the
maximal marking(ω, ω, ω, ω), which is the sole element of the clover; henceCloverS
stops. ⊓⊔

E Proof of Theorem 3

We require the following auxiliary lemma:

Lemma 5. LetS be well-ordered by≤, and(sn)n∈N
a sequence of elements inS. Then

eithersk < sk′ for somek < k′, or (sn)n∈N
only contains finitely many elements.

Proof. By definition, there arek < k′ such thatsk ≤ sk′ (∗). Assume the inequality
(∗) cannot be made strict. LetA = {sn | n ∈ N}. We note that every strictly increasing
chain inA is finite. Indeed, ifsn < sn1

thenn > n1 because otherwise(∗) could be
made strict withk = n, k′ = n1. (Note thatn = n1 is impossible.)

So build a tree as follows. There is a distinguished root, whose sons are decorated
with the maximal elements ofA. Since they are all incomparable and≤ is well, there
are only finitely many sons of the root. Also, because every strictly increasing chain in
A is finite, every element ofA is below some element decorating a root’s son.

For each constructed leaf decorated witha ∈ A, add as many sons to it as there are
maximal elementsb in A with b < a, each decorated with some distinctb. Repeat until
no new node can be added.

Since≤ is well-founded, all the branches of the final tree are finite.This is a finitely-
branching tree, so by König’s Lemma, the tree is finite. However, every element ofA
ends up decorating some node in the tree. SoA is finite. ⊓⊔

We first show:

Proposition 12. LetS be an∞-effective complete WSTS. Assume(S, s0) clover-flattable.
ThenCloverS terminates ons0.

Proof. Let S1, ϕ be a continuous flattening ofS, ands1 be a state ofS1 such that

ϕ(s1) = s0 andCoverS(s0) = ↓ϕ(CoverS1
(s1)). WriteS1 as(S1,

F1→,≤). SinceS1

is flat, everyg1 ∈ F1 is in w∗
1w∗

2 . . . w∗
m, for some fixed sequencew1, w2, . . . , wm ∈

F ∗
1 .

Let againAn be the value of the setA, computed by the procedureCloverS on
inputs0, aftern iterations of the while statement at line2. Let A =

⋃
n∈N

An.
We shall show that there is a natural numbern such thatCloverS(s0) ⊑ An,

under the apparently more general assumption thatϕ(s1) ≤ s0 andCloverS(s0) ⊑
ϕ(CloverS1

(s1)).
Consider any open subsetU of S that intersects↓CloverS(s0). Then U must

also intersect↓ϕ(CloverS1
(s1)). Sinceϕ(CloverS1

(s1)) is finite, its downward clos-
ure is closed, hence equals its closure. By elementary topology, the openU then in-
tersects↓ϕ(CloverS1

(s1)), soU intersectsϕ(CloverS1
(s1)), soϕ−1(U) intersects
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CloverS1
(s1)), so ϕ−1(U) intersects↓CloverS1

(s1)) (becauseϕ−1(U) is upward
closed, sinceU is andϕ is monotonic). By Proposition 1,ϕ−1(U) intersectscl(CoverS1

(s1)).
Sinceϕ is continuous,ϕ−1(U) is open, so by elementary topology again,ϕ−1(U) must
intersectCoverS1

(s1). SoU intersectsϕ(CoverS1
(s1)), say ata. In particular, there

is ana1 ∈ S1 such thata ≤ ϕ(a1), anda1 ≤ wk1

1 wk2

2 . . . wkm

m (s1), for some natural
numbersk1, k2, . . . ,km. We shall show thata is in An for somen that isindependent
of U , a, a1, k1, k2, . . . ,km. That is, for anyU , a, anda1, we get the samen.

Extend the action ofϕ : F1 → F on words byϕ(f1f2 . . . fk) = ϕ(f1)ϕ(f2) . . . ϕ(fk).
The basic idea is to let the procedureCloverS lub-accelerateϕ(wm) to simulate the
computation ofwkm

m (s1). But something that easy won’t work.
So we require a technical detour. Consider the sequence(ϕ(wm)k(s0))k∈N

in S.

SinceS is wqo, there are two indicesk < k′ such thatϕ(wm)k(s0) ≤ ϕ(wm)k′

(s0).
Choosek minimal such that for somek′ > k, the strict inequalityϕ(wm)k(s0) <

ϕ(wm)k′

(s0) holds, if possible (call this case I). Otherwise, the sequence(ϕ(wm)k(s0))k∈N

only contains finitely many distinct elements by Lemma 5. In this case, letk be some
number such thats0, ϕ(wm)(s0), ϕ(wm)2(s0), . . . , ϕ(wm)k(s0) contains every ele-
ment of the sequence (call this case II).

By application of fairness, the procedureCloverS will eventually select the pair
(ϕ(wm), s0); if k ≥ 1, s0 6≤ ϕ(wm)(s0) by the minimality ofk, soϕ(wm)

∞
(s0) =

ϕ(wm)(s0). Similarly, the pair(ϕ(wm), ϕ(wm)(s0)) will eventually be selected, then
(ϕ(wm), ϕ(wm)2(s0)), then . . . then(ϕ(wm), ϕ(wm)k−1(s0)), yieldingϕ(wm)k(s0).

In case II,ϕ(wm)km(s0) is already among the elementss0, ϕ(wm)(s0), ϕ(wm)2(s0),
. . . , ϕ(wm)k(s0). In case II, another application of fairness shows that the procedure
CloverS will eventually select the pair(g, a′) = (ϕ(wm)k′

−k, ϕ(wm)k(s0)). Then
a′ < g(a′) by the definition ofk, so we addg∞(a′) to the current value ofA, and
clearlyϕ(wm)km(s0) ≤ g∞(a′).

In any case, this whole sequence ofk (in case II), resp.k + 1 (in case I) lub-
accelerations eventually forces some elements1

0 aboveϕ(wm)km(s0) into An1
, where

n1 only depends onk, which in turns depends ons0 andwm, but certainly not onkm,
or U , a, or a1.

Now repeat the argument, replacings0 by s1
0 and s1 by s1

1 = wkm

m (s1). Note
that a ≤ ϕ(a1), and a1 ≤ wk1

1 wk2

2 . . . w
km−1

m−1 (s1
1), while ϕ(s1

1) ≤ s1
0. The latter

inequality comes from the fact thatϕ(s1
1) = ϕ(wm)km(ϕ(s1)) ≤ ϕ(wm)km(s0).

Then there is another stepn2 ≥ n1 such thatAn2
contains some elements2

0 above
ϕ(wm−1)

km−1(s1
0) = ϕ(w

km−1

m−1 wkm

m )(s0), andn2 again depends only ons0, wm and
wm−1. Iterating, we eventually obtainnm ≥ nm−1 ≥ . . . ≥ n1 such thatAnm

contains
some elementsm

0 aboveϕ(wk1

1 wk2

2 . . . wkm

m )(s0), andnm depends only ons0, wm, . . . ,
w2, w1.

Sincea ≤ ϕ(a1) ≤ ϕ(wk1

1 wk2

2 . . . wkm

m )(ϕ(s1)) ≤ ϕ(wk1

1 wk2

2 . . . wkm

m )(s0) ≤
sm
0 , a is in ↓Anm

. Sincenm is independent ofa and U , we may now defineU to
be the complement of↓Anm

(the latter is closed). IfU intersected↓CloverS(s0) =
cl(CoverS(s0)), then we would finda ∈ U ∩ ϕ(CoverS1

(s1)), anda would be in
↓Anm

; this is what we have just proved above. Buta cannot be both inU and in↓Anm
,

whose intersection is empty. SoU ∩ cl(CoverS(s0)) = ∅. So cl(CoverS(s0)) ⊆
↓Anm

.
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By Proposition 9, the converse inclusion holds. We concludethat the procedure
CloverS stops after thenmth turn of the loop. ⊓⊔

Proposition 13. Let S be an∞-effective complete WSTS. IfCloverS terminates on
s0, then(S, s0) is clover-flattable. Moreover, we can even require that the continuous
flattening has the same clover up toϕ, i.e.,CloverS(s0) = Maxϕ(CloverS1

(s1)).

Proof. Write S as(S,
F
→,≤). Assume thatCloverS terminates ons0. Then it returns

some finite setA such thatA = CloverS(s0) by Theorem 2 Each elementa of A is
obtained asga

1
∞ga

2
∞ . . . ga

na

∞(s0), where eachga
i is in F ∗. Enumerate the elements

a1, . . . , ak of A, and create a fresh control stateqij for every i, j with 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
1 ≤ j ≤ na, plus another one writtenǫ. We enumerateǫ < q1na1

< . . . < q12 < q11 <

q2na2
< . . . < q22 < q21 < . . . < qk2 < qk1 (the allowed order of application of each

gai

j ). Let S1 be the WSTS whose set of states isQ × S, whereQ is the set of control
statesqij , and letfai

j (q, s) be defined iffq ≤ qij ands ∈ dom gai

j , as(qij , g
ai

j ). The
ordering onS1 is defined as(q, s) ≤ (q′, s′) iff q = q′ ands ≤ s′. The mapϕ sends
(q, s) to s, and is clearly continuous.

By repeated application of Lemma 4, and since each elementa of A is obtained
asga

1
∞ga

2
∞ . . . ga

na

∞(s0), (q, a) is also incl(CoverS1
(s0)) for some control stateq.

So ϕ(cl(CoverS1
(s0))) containsA. By Proposition 1,A ⊆ ϕ(↓CloverS1

(s0)) =
↓ϕ(CloverS1

(s0)), henceA = CloverS(s0) ⊑ ϕ(CloverS1
(s0)). The converse in-

equality holds by construction, soCloverS(s0) = Maxϕ(CloverS1
(s1)). ⊓⊔
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